We train instructors who deliver tried-and-tested lessons to help you ANALYSE YOUR DATA NOW.

Proven lessons
We deliver a consistent, high-quality learning experience. Our lessons have been taught over 1000 times.

Customised instruction
Our Instructors are trained in real-time instruction to customise their teaching to your audience.

Instructors near you
With over 1600 Instructors in 50 countries, we work to find local instructors to minimise costs to you.

We take care of

- Event registration
- Communications
- Instructor recruitment
- Learner engagement
- Workshop consult
- Open-access lessons
- Compute power
- Assessment

So you can focus on research.

We empower your team to

- Manage their data
- Access data on ENA and SRA
- Automate analysis pipelines
- Write custom BASH scripts
- Compute in the cloud

Book a workshop or get more information today.

carpentries.org/request-workshop

The Carpentries is a fiscally sponsored project of Community Initiatives, a registered 501(c)3 non-profit. We are a global community teaching foundational coding and data science skills.